
Unit 3: Journeys.
Short Journeys.

GEMMA Hi everyone, as you may have guessed, I’m not in the studio 
today. I’m at the London transport museum that noise you can 
hear is one of the first underground steam trains!

 If you’ve ever travelled on the London Underground you’ll know 
it can be a really exciting journey – you either take an escala-
tor or a lift and then you go deep under the ground down to the 
platforms where the trains run. And the first sign you’ll have of 
a train coming is a distant rumble...and two headlights shining 
in the darkness down the tunnel. 

 O look here comes a conductor…

 Because we’re thinking about journeys today our song is ‘One 
more step’ – it’s number 47 in Come and Praise – number 47 – 

SONG ONE MORE STEP

GEMMA Here I am and I am joined by Sam Mullings the director of the 
London Transport Museum, Hi Sam!

SAM  Hi there

GEMMA So this year marks the 150th anniversary of the underground. 
How did the first section of the railway come to be built?

SAM In the early 19th century, you’ve got to remember London was 
growing really fast as a city so it grows from a million people in 
1800 through to 70 million at the beginning of the 

 First World War.The streets were full of horse drawn 
 traffic, animals, pedestrians and it was getting really
 difficult to move around. So a few people in the city 
  began to evelop ideas about moving people around 
 more easily and the obvious method was building a 
 conventional railway but to build it underground and 
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 beneath those crowded streets.

GEMMA The trains now are electric but the original trains were steam 
trains. Surely that must have caused some problems under-
ground..?

SAM You would have thought so wouldn’t you. They dug up the road 
put the railway beneath it and put a tunnel over the top so it 
was just beneath the road surface. But steam engines make a 
lot of smoke and they had to be very careful about the atmos-
phere. So train drivers were instructed to only open the loco-
motives up in the bit where it was open to the elements, but in-
evitability there were a lot of complaints about the atmosphere 
being pretty sulphurous, pretty smoky   

GEMMA How did people react to the underground – were some people a 
bit worried about travelling deep underground?

SAM The first day of operation which was the 10th January 1863 the 
31/2 miles of the railway was suppose to take you 18 minuets 
to do the trip from Paddington to Farringdon and some of the 
trains were taking an hour because of the crowds of people on 
the platform that all wanted to see this great wonder of the 
age - the underground railway. Cause this was the first under-
ground railway in the world. So there was a huge huge amount 
of interest but there was also a lot of concern about the atmos-
phere, about safety, about accidents underground. The prime 
minster Palmerston didn’t want to come to the opening of the 
railway in 1863 because aged 70 odd he’d rather stay above 
ground. 

GEMMA Creating an underground railway was a brilliant solution to a 
difficult problem and it had an immediate impact on the lives of 
people trying to make their way across the city. In our story to-
day we’re going to hear an account of taking a ride on the very 
first underground railway. It’s in the form of a diary written by 
one Albert Pond. 

STORY ALBERT POND’S UNDERGROUND DIARY
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GEMMA Well I’m here still at the London Transport Museum and with 
me still is Sam Mullings.

 What sort of impact did the first underground railway have 
here? How quickly did it expand?

SAM Well it’s difficult to conceive London without the underground. 
On the first day in 1863 40,000 people tried it out for the first 
time. On the 7th of august during the Olympics last year the 
underground carried a record amount of passengers it carried 
4.57 million passengers in a day. So that gives you some kind 
of scale of how the underground has grown and changed.

GEMMA That is unbelievable and there is still new station appearing 
now.

SAM That’s right there are 250 odd stations the underground has 
to try to continue and keep up with London and London has to 
keep up investing in the underground. 

GEMMA So what are you doing this year to mark the 150th anniversary 
of the underground. 

SAM Well we have a really fascinating programme. We’ve already 
run steam trains underground, we will be running Heritage roll-
ing stock on the outter bits of the metropolitan railway. We will 
be taking out 1938 tube-stock electric train out on special runs. 
We’ve got a great poster exhibition her at the museum, 150 
best posters that the underground has ever produced and great 
holiday activities for kids and their parents.

GEMMA So how can we find out about being part of this celebration?

SAM It’s all available on the museum’s website, www.ltmuseum.
co.uk

GEMMA Well we are very grateful for the underground and a lot of us 
use it very regularly. So thank you very much for speaking to 
us today!
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 Now let’s stop to think for a while about the things we’ve 
heard…

 We’ve heard how the London Underground is 150 years old this 
year…

 And we’ve heard what an impact developing an underground 
railway had on the lives of people…

 Creating the Underground required bold, imaginative thinking…
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